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 A B S T R A C T 
This paper introduces the GCS File Dependency Monitor, a Python library designed to facilitate workflow management 

within data pipelines on Google Cloud Storage (GCS). The library addresses a common challenge: ensuring the timely arrival of 
dependent files before proceeding with subsequent data processing tasks. It achieves this by monitoring a designated GCS bucket 
for the presence of a specific file. If the file is not found within a user-defined timeframe, the library triggers configurable warning 
and error notifications via email. This paper delves into the functionalities, applications, and potential impact of the GCS File 
Dependency Monitor, highlighting its contributions to data pipeline efficiency and reliability. Additionally, the paper explores 
opportunities for further development, aiming to provide valuable insights for researchers and practitioners in the field of data 
engineering.
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1. Introduction
Data pipelines are the backbone of modern data-driven 

applications, orchestrating the flow of data through various 
processing stages. A critical aspect of data pipeline management 
involves ensuring the timely arrival of dependent files before 
subsequent tasks commence (Munappy et al., 2020). Delays in 
file availability can lead to data processing failures, disrupted 
workflows, and potential downstream impacts (Statt et al., 2021).

The GCS File Dependency Monitor emerges as a solution to 
address this challenge specifically within the context of Google 
Cloud Storage (GCS). GCS, a scalable object storage service 
offered by Google Cloud Platform (GCP), serves as a popular 
repository for data storage and management in cloud-based 
data pipelines (Ahmad et al., 2022). The GCS File Dependency 
Monitor leverages the capabilities of GCS to effectively monitor 
for the presence of critical files and initiate pre-defined actions 
based on their availability.

2. Problem Statement
In data pipelines, tasks are often interdependent, with the 

output of one stage serving as input for the next. Delays in the 
arrival of dependent files can disrupt this flow, leading to:

•	 Processing errors: Downstream tasks attempting to process 
non-existent files will inevitably encounter errors, requiring 
manual intervention for resolution.

•	 Wasted resources: Data processing pipelines often involve 
resource-intensive operations. When dependent files are 
missing, these resources are wasted on failed tasks.

•	 Data pipeline disruptions: Delayed or stalled tasks can 
disrupt the entire data pipeline, impacting downstream 
applications and potentially delaying the availability of 
crucial data insights.

3. Solution
The GCS File Dependency Monitor offers a Python library 
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specifically designed to address the aforementioned challenges. 
It functions by:

•	 Monitoring a GCS bucket: The library monitors a 
designated GCS bucket for the presence of a specific file. 
This file acts as a dependency for downstream tasks in the 
data pipeline.

•	 Configurable	retry	attempts: Users can define the number 
of attempts the library should make to check for the file 
within a specified time interval. This retry mechanism helps 
account for potential network fluctuations or temporary 
delays in file availability.

•	 Email	 notifications: The library integrates email 
notification capabilities. If the file is not found after a 
pre-defined number of retries, the library triggers a warning 
email. Upon exceeding the maximum number of retries, it 
sends an error email, signifying a critical dependency issue 
within the data pipeline.

•	 Flexible	 configuration: The library offers extensive 
configuration options, allowing users to customize:

•	 Email content and subject lines: Users can tailor the 
content and subject lines of both warning and error emails 
to provide context-specific information relevant to the data 
pipeline and dependent file.

•	 SMTP server details: The library allows users to configure 
the SMTP server details for sending notification emails. 
This enables integration with various email providers.

•	 File name with current date: The library can handle 
scenarios where the dependent file name incorporates the 
current date. This feature proves beneficial for data pipelines 
that generate date-specific files.

4. Uses and Impact
The GCS File Dependency Monitor offers a versatile 

toolkit for managing data pipeline dependencies within Google 
Cloud Storage (GCS). It empowers data engineers to automate 
essential dependency checks and notification workflows, leading 
to several key benefits:

1.	Enhanced	Efficiency

•	 Reduced Manual Intervention: By automating 
dependency checks and notifications, the library eliminates 
the need for manual monitoring of file arrival. This frees up 
valuable time for data engineers to focus on other critical 
tasks, such as data analysis and pipeline optimization.

•	 Streamlined Troubleshooting: Timely email notifications 
regarding missing dependencies enable proactive 
troubleshooting efforts. Data engineers can identify and 
address dependency issues before they disrupt downstream 
tasks, minimizing downtime and wasted processing cycles.

2.	Improved	Reliability:

• Reduced Downstream Errors: Proactive notification of 
missing dependencies allows for corrective actions to 
be taken before downstream tasks attempt to process 
non-existent files. This significantly reduces the likelihood 
of errors arising from missing data, ensuring the smooth 
execution of data pipelines and the delivery of accurate 
results.

• Enhanced Data Quality: By ensuring that downstream 
tasks operate on complete and up-to-date data, the library 
contributes to improved data quality throughout the pipeline. 

This fosters greater trust in the data insights generated and 
empowers data-driven decision making.

3. Cost Optimization:

• Prevented Resource Waste: The library helps prevent wasted 
resources by halting downstream tasks that rely on missing 
dependent files. This is particularly beneficial for data 
pipelines that involve resource-intensive operations, such as 
large-scale data transformations or machine learning model 
training. By optimizing resource utilization, the GCS File 
Dependency Monitor can contribute to cost savings within 
data processing workflows.

4.	Simplified	Monitoring	and	Management

•	 Centralized	Dependency	Management: The library offers 
a centralized mechanism for monitoring and managing 
file dependencies within GCS buckets. This simplifies the 
overall process of data pipeline oversight, reducing the 
complexity associated with distributed data storage and 
processing environments.

•	 Improved	Visibility	and	Control: Through customizable 
email notifications, the library provides data engineers with 
improved visibility into the status of file dependencies. This 
empowers them to maintain greater control over the flow 
of data within their pipelines and identify potential issues 
before they escalate into major disruptions.

Beyond these core benefits, the GCS File Dependency 
Monitor can be readily integrated into existing data pipeline code 
written in Python. This ease of use makes it a valuable tool for 
both novice and experienced data engineers. By leveraging the 
library’s functionalities, data pipeline developers can construct 
more robust and reliable data processing workflows within the 
Google Cloud Platform ecosystem.

5.	Functionality
The GCS File Dependency Monitor provides functionalities 

to automate dependency checks and notifications within data 
pipelines. Here’s a breakdown of its key features:

•	 Monitoring: The library monitors a specified GCS bucket 
for the presence of a designated file. This file acts as a 
dependency for downstream tasks.

•	 Configurable	 Retries: Users can define the number of 
attempts (number_of_tries) the library should make to check 
for the file within a specified time interval (time_interval). 
This retry mechanism helps account for potential network 
fluctuations or temporary delays.

•	 Email	 Notifications: The library integrates email 
notification capabilities. 

•	 Warning Email: If the file is not found after a pre-defined 
number of retries (num_of_tries_before_warn_email), the 
library triggers a warning email.

•	 Error Email: Upon exceeding the maximum number 
of retries, it sends an error email, signifying a critical 
dependency issue within the data pipeline.

•	 Flexible	 Configuration: The library offers extensive 
configuration options for customization. 

•	 Email Content and Subject Lines (warn_email_content, 
warn_email_subject, error_email_content, error_
email_subject): Users can tailor the content and subject 
lines of both warning and error emails to provide context-
specific information.
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•	 SMTP Server Details (SMTP_SERVER, SMTP_PORT, 
SMTP_USER, SMTP_PASSWORD): The library allows 
configuration of the SMTP server details for sending 
notification emails, enabling integration with various email 
providers.

•	 File	 Name	 with	 Current	 Date	 (dependent_file_name_
has_current_date): The library can handle scenarios where 
the dependent file name incorporates the current date. This 
feature proves beneficial for data pipelines that generate 
date-specific files.

6. Installation
The GCS File Dependency Monitor can be easily installed 

using pip, the Python package manager. Here’s the command to 
install the library:

This command will download and install the library.

Example Usage

Here’s an example demonstrating how to utilize the GCS 
File Dependency Monitor within a Python script:

This example demonstrates waiting for a file named “file.
csv” in the bucket “your-bucket-name”. It configures retry 
attempts, notification emails, and SMTP server details. Once the 
file is found or the maximum retries are reached, the script can 
proceed with subsequent data processing tasks in the pipeline.

6.1. Dependencies

The GCS File Dependency Monitor relies on the following 
external libraries:

•	 Google	Cloud	Storage	client	library: This library provides 
functionalities for interacting with Google Cloud Storage 
buckets.

•	 smtplib: This built-in Python library enables sending 
emails.

7. Future Scope and Conclusion 
The GCS File Dependency Monitor provides a strong 

foundation for managing data pipeline dependencies in GCP. 
Future advancements can significantly enhance its capabilities. 
These include:

•	 Expanded	 Notification	 Methods: Integrating with 
platforms like Slack and PagerDuty can improve 
responsiveness and ensure notifications reach relevant 
personnel.

•	 Advanced File Monitoring: Monitoring file modifications 
can ensure downstream tasks process the latest data.

•	 Data Pipeline Orchestration Integration: Seamless 
integration with orchestration tools like Airflow or Luigi 
can streamline dependency management.

•	 Cloud	Function	Deployment: Deploying the monitor as a 
Cloud Function can optimize resource utilization and offer 
a cost-effective solution.

•	 Monitoring Dashboard Integration: A dedicated 
dashboard can provide valuable insights into data pipeline 
health and facilitate proactive issue identification.

By incorporating these advancements, the GCS File 
Dependency Monitor can evolve into a comprehensive data 
pipeline dependency management solution within the GCP 
ecosystem. It can offer a robust notification system, advanced 
file monitoring capabilities, and seamless integration with data 
orchestration tools and cloud functions. Furthermore, a dedicated 
monitoring dashboard would empower data engineers with real-
time insights into data pipeline health. These enhancements 
would solidify the GCS File Dependency Monitor as a critical 
tool for building reliable, scalable, and efficient data pipelines 
on Google Cloud Platform.
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